
4-15-2023 USPA Zoom Masterclass #40 
Chat- An Afternoon of Radionics with Pete Radatti 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:21:59 Trina M  Hi! 

0:22:18 Trina M  Replying to "Morning all, where a......"in the member area”. 

0:24:23 Trina M  I am so excited to finally get this particular Master class 

0:29:02 J V: How well or how long does water hold the rates? 

0:30:28 Jenn If I printed a picture as witness and laminate it, how long can I use that picture on my 

machine? 

0:30:50 USPA Dr. Ermion Pierre: https://www.essentiacih.com/ 

0:31:03 Jessica R  Replying to "How well or how long "21 days in human body from my knowledge 

0:32:13 J V: Then we put in our well with our own witness or just put this in the well? 

0:33:34 Alex S can the lcd wrist watches that have 200-year range calendar be radionically potentized in a 

well?say we set a date in the past on the watch 

0:33:45 J V: Plz compare older Photo vs recent and head vs whole body 

0:35:37 Alex S date in the past 

0:35:49 Alex S so we can manifest to the past 

0:36:22 L O: QUESTION: So, could you use a photo of a CD that has info on it, as a witness or a 
reagent? 

0:36:25 Ronaldo d  Have you tried the "potentizer" from the SE5 Machine compared to others radionics 

instruments? 

0:37:21 Lalita S  SUCCESS %? 

0:38:09 Katy M  Can you change results of high blood pressure or blood sugar before going into the doctor 
to take a test? 

0:38:40 Stanley B  This is so interesting. How would someone go about reducing their cholesterol in a 

previous test? 

0:38:54 Donald C  What is potentize? How is it done? 

0:39:31 Lalita S  Is there self-potentization by our thoughts of poor health? In terms of planning for old age 

or financial security 

0:41:52 Brian A: Can reagents (such as colors, scents) placed into a well to increase intensity, overpower the 

witness itself and dilute the focus of intention? 

0:42:17 Lee R In what ways have you used reverse phase? 

0:43:26 Katy M  Where can we get cards that already have your programs on them? 

0:43:36 Riaan R  Would one be able to copy a program/reagent from a picture if the particular reagent had a 

quality of having or needing a relationship to the original owner? I would like to have the 
program minus the connection to the owner of a reagent. A example would be a personally 

consecrated medal/amulet 

0:44:54 J V: Plz compare putting your whole rate book in the witness well vs a few carefully procures 
rates. 

0:45:29 Alex S How is it possible to broadcast your program on a plastic card without placing it in a 

radionic machine well? 

0:46:27 Libby R What has been your experience in helping people with diabetes? 

0:47:40 Martin L  Thanks Pete! 

0:47:49 Tamara D  Reacted to "Thanks Pete!" with J 

0:48:06 L O: Myanmar??? 

0:50:37 P. C.  I have heard from a guy who has a base 10 machine and he has been pushing base 12 now. 

What do you think about this idea of using base 12? 

0:50:48 Lalita S  Do rates generated by computers like Copen work? 

0:53:11 J V: Please compare command codes vs those rates that increase GV as far as effectiveness and 

success? 

0:55:28 Mark O  great innovation 

0:55:41 Alex S how is it possible to asociate sigil with the particultlar witness? 

0:56:08 Mark O  Aplicum.com circuitry, in the hockeypuck? 

0:56:09 D.D.  how to do you keep witness/target safely seperate 

0:56:43 Brian A: More info on that conference plz 



0:56:46 Michael S   have instructions for the 2tb eWell with sigils been published? 

0:56:59 Cynthia W  Where in Colorado will the conference be and when 

0:58:55 Laurel M Wouldnâ€™t flashing LEDs potentially cause seizures in some people? 

0:59:12 USPA Please consider joining or supporting https://www.psychotronics.org/ 

1:00:20 Mark: Can you speak about your big sea program? 

1:00:26 Lee R Even though the highest GV may not be the best, what causes extremely high GVs, for 

example over 100K? 

1:00:30 Lou Lou: can you detail what device to attach on the back of the cell phone to mitigate the EMF? 
TY! 

1:00:40 Lalita S  What programs should we carry - basic for first aid? 

1:00:40 Mark O  Reacted to "can you detail what ..." with ðŸ‘• 

1:00:52 Kate K  Reacted to "can you detail what ..." with ðŸ‘• 

1:00:54 Stanley B  When you broadcast the card rate from your phone, how do you set the potency? 

1:01:13 Kate K  Replying to "can you detail what ..." Would love to know also 

1:01:29 Cynthia W  Reacted to "can you detail what ..." with ðŸ‘• 

1:01:41 PT F  I use old cellphones for other things. If there is no SIM card is in the phone does it still put 
off microwave radiation from the back side? Can you recommend a piece of software that 

blocks the microwaves? 

1:01:47 PT F  Thank you. 

1:02:35 Derek F  Where do you order your cards from to make up rate cards 

1:04:12 L O: QUESTION: So, with your IF card, you don't put any condition with it, just IF? 

(Programmer here) 

1:04:21 PT F  Where do we purchase your devices? 

1:04:34 P. C.  PETE!!! This was sooooo GREAT! 

1:04:56 Rajesh H  Please show how you make your card (eg.253, what is in there)and how you use the IF and 
LOOP card. thanks 

1:05:01 Ronaldo d  What's the name of your last book and where can we find it? 

1:05:11 Carlos V  For a loop program, if I run it for 3 minutes as said with the intention and the instruction, it 

Will run the necessary time until accomplish the goal? 

1:05:33 Carlos V  how to program the loop instruction? 

1:06:20 Carlos V  if I use a RAE card in the pone, it should work, correct? 

1:08:26 Carlos V  I have a 3 dial device. Which is the best way to use a base 10 rate there? 

1:08:31 Libby R Do you send rates simply by your own intention, that is, without any radionics instrument? 

1:10:05 Michael S   to create a reagent with the IF statement, would we potentize each rate with the IF 

statement at the same time, or do we potentize IF then potentize the rate seperetly? I was a 

bit confused by the instructions in the book 

1:10:19 Lalita S  What is the financial fulfillment program? can we buy it? 

1:11:12 Matei G  So the resistence to maniffestation is in the operator not in the 'target' 

1:13:41 Lee R Thanks Pete! 

1:14:42 Lalita S  What do you do for Hashimotos my husband has it? 

1:14:51 Julian N  And Roundup is ubiquitously sprayed on all wheat grown in Canada (at the very least) to 

dry it down (i.e. dessicate) before harvest 

1:14:55 Bill M  Will you have The Conshy Meetups in the future? Any classes coming up? 

1:18:18 Alex S can a simple magnetic sheet serve as a basic radionic amplifier? 

1:18:22 Carlos P I WOULD LIKE TO ASK ABOUT THE REASONS FOR USING OTHER PEOPLE'S 

RATES, OBTAINED AT ANOTHER TIME AND IN OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES I 
KNOW I CAN CREATE MY OWN RATES EVERY TIME. MY QUESTION IS WHY 

USE OTHER PEOPLE'S RATES? WHT'S THE POINT OF IT?.  

1:18:25 J V: How does the well know if you are adding another witness or adding more reagents? 

1:19:24 Trina M  how do you dowse? 

1:21:40 Karl K  Like with drugs, which are cut differently and require different rates each time to overcome 

their harming effects, how does it work to overcome side effects of  

1:23:57 Matei G  The mail please 

1:24:20 P. C.  Please send Samiâ€™s email 

1:24:46 Tamara D  saminox@hotmail.com 



1:26:03 Lalita S  Sami Chodary's e mail please. 

1:26:19 Lindy C Thank you 

1:26:37 Sami C  For Peteâ€™s program library Please contact Sami through Email saminox@hotmail.com 

1:26:49 Trina M  Reacted to "For Peteâ€™s program l..." with â•¤ï¸• 

1:26:57 Sami C  Reacted to "For Peteâ€™s program lâ€¦" with â•¤ï¸• 

1:26:57 Tamara D  Reacted to "Thank you" with ðŸ‘• 

1:27:14 Denise L Reacted to "For Peteâ€™s program l..." with â•¤ï¸• 

1:27:50 Trina M  that I want 

1:28:03 L O: QUESTION: What is the best type of plate (to use in place of a well) to use - stainless 

steel, copper, non-metal? 

1:28:17 Nora R: Reacted to "Thank you" with ðŸ‘• 

1:28:57 Margaret 
M  

it is also based on your Insulin level...get the insulin level down 

1:29:34 Brian A: ðŸ‘•herpes broadcasts? 

1:29:45 Trina M  Reacted to "ðŸ‘�herpes broadcasts?" with ðŸ‘� 

1:29:53 Andy W  KRT devices are designed for out of phase broadcast. So if we broadcast love, does it get 
flipped to hate? KRT personal Instruments don't have a phase switch. 

1:30:55 Alex S can you potentize the titanium rod in a spine, does it contain carbon? 

1:31:25 Dan M  Replying to "KRT devices are desi..."No. It doesnâ€™t work like that. All radionics 

instruments broadcast out of phase normally. What Pete described is a slightly different 
action. 

1:31:32 Michael S   Best way to get up to date news on when Pete releases new machines, books etc? 

1:32:34 Ronaldo d  What's your thoughts on the Servranx graphics compared to eletronics intruments? Have 

you tried them? 

1:34:29 Laura H  Which book contains the plans for Arduino/Raspberry Pi radionics machines? 

1:34:36 Mark O  Reacted to  "Which book contains ..." with ðŸ‘• 

1:34:52 Matei G  Replying to "Which book contains ..."The second book 

1:35:07 Laura H  Replying to "Which book contains ..." @Matei Gabriel Thank you Matei! 

1:35:21 L O: QUESTION: Can you just use a Rife frequency as a reagent vs a rate? Is there any logical 
connection or translation method between the two? In other words, do frequencies directly 

relate to rates in any way? 

1:36:21 Matei G  Replying to "QUESTION: Can you ju..."Yes, some people already translated this 

1:36:23 Mark O  Is this "AetherOnePi" GitHub for the Rasberry Pi Open Source machine? 
https://github.com/isuretpolos/AetherOnePi 

1:36:53 Lalita S  Online place to learn basic radionics in small group? is there such a place. 

1:36:56 Dan M  Replying to "QUESTION: Can you ju..." Frequencies are not rates. Rates are not 

frequencies. There is no way to translate one to another. You can add a signal from a Rife 
machine to a radionics instrument 

1:37:31 Kate K  Replying to "Online place to lear..." Would be interested also. Any suggestions? 

1:37:50 Juan C I would love if possible recommendations to build radionics machines. 

1:39:57 Trina M  Replying to "Online place to lear..." following. 

1:43:33 Alex S did you ever see radionic rates based on Hebrew alphabet (22 letters)? 

1:43:54 Alex S as hebrew letters are used in most talismans 

1:44:42 Gail W  June 10, 11, 12 Martina Chamberlain mack54639@yahoo.com Phone 608-632-9145 or 

Brand Emerson longroping@msn.com 308-762-3069 Pete Radatti's Radionic Class (Call 
too, if you are a vendor.) 

1:45:04 Brian A: you're doing great!!!! 

1:45:55 Anna M  Regarding the broadcasting from a cell phone - can I take a copy of a rate and then 

broadcast? 

1:46:20 Maria: yes flickers from fluerescent and LED lights can cause seizures 

1:46:26 Ronaldo d  What's your thoughts on the Servranx graphics compared to electronics instruments? Have 

you tried them? 

1:47:02 Maria: you can get flicker free LEDs they are not 100% flicker free but the flicker is significantly 
reduced based on the electronics in the system 

1:48:26 Michael S   GOT IT! THX! 



1:50:01 Brian A: Regarding happiness, Neville Goddard insists on synchronizing an emotion of joy with 

what you desire to manifest it in reality 

1:50:09 P. C.  ðŸ˜‚ I love Peteâ€™s humor. I donâ€™t relish the fact that some people have dis-eases but 
I think it is nice to listen to his massive brain power to also enjoy a high level joke about 

the crazy things in life that we take so seriously. 

1:50:38 John M Glaucoma ideas if he has time, how to think about treating it 

1:53:14 J V: Do you put the phone in well for emf radiation broadcast- or what do I broadcast to put ON 
phone? 

1:54:31 Loraine: disabling cell phone- Farraday cage or wrap in aluminum foil?? 

1:54:54 Alex S do you need to keep the screen on to use celphone radionc broadcasting programs? 

1:55:29 Loraine: â€¦ or RF frequency block bag/box, etc. 

1:55:54 P. C.  Can use a faraday cage to shut off the connection with the cell phone. Do you recommend 

using a foil lined box when turning off phone? 

1:56:44 Jennifer B Replying to "Morning all, where a..." Is it recommended to use tensor coils around the well 

when utilizing your programs or is this counter indicated? 

1:59:40 Julian N  Question: If frequencies were to be imprinted in water, for example (e.g. Dr. Cyril Smith 

method), how could you use Radionics to detect/cold scan those specific frequencies? 

2:01:58 Brian A: Curious if you've tried Astral Projection / Out of Body Experience? 

2:02:47 Lalita S  Not sure what crunchy creatures are /. Is radionics safe for ordinary people to study and 
use. 

2:03:04 Maria: Can you talk about the "crunchy critters" you mentioned, why they are attracted to some 

people vs others, how to protect against them, how you know they've arrived, and how to 

get rid of them 

2:03:42 Brian A: hahah I heard "NO you don't need permission" in Uncle Chuckie's voice 

2:03:49 Dan M  Replying to "Not sure what crunch..." Heâ€™s talking about beings that want to feed off of 

your energy. Yes, radionics is safe for people to use. 

2:03:52 L O: QUESTION: Have you heard of capturing a person's voice over a corded phone into water 
and using that as a witness? 

2:06:14 PT F  How do you handle other autoimmune issues... things like Sjogren's Syndrome, RA, etc. 

2:06:59 Maria:    80% of degenerative diseases/ autoimmune, etc stem from broken mitochondrial function. 

Aside from taking away "the poisons", you have to provide your body with the means to 
repair itself 

2:07:24 Maria: It all comes back to optimizing mitochondrial function, which is fundamentally based in 

the physics of biophotonics 

2:07:26 Alex S does the Government use radionics these days really 

2:08:11 Lalita S  Replying to "Not sure what crunch..." What being like micro organism? Thanks 

2:08:12 Sky D  Is it possible to import Italuan wheat flour to avoud both gmo gluten and round uo? 

2:08:14 Maria: Sunlight is a frequency--- actually many frequencies. You need proper and continuous 

sunlight exposure for your body to function as it was built 

2:09:04 Lalita S  Will chat be also on the tape available later? Thanks 

2:09:38 Brian A: Pete's getting hungry LOL 

2:10:22 Helen B  Reacted to "Heâ€™s talking about b..." with ðŸ‘• 

2:10:34 Robert F  Is a ewe 

2:11:21 Robert F  What is a well card ? 

2:13:49 Jessica R  Replying to "Not sure what crunchâ€¦" Beings are entities seeking to feed their desires or 

needs so yes micro organisms. 

2:13:54 Dan M  The Shadow Knows newsletter can be found archived here. Any new issues will also be 

archived here. https://harmonicenergyworks.com/resourc/ 

2:14:02 Josh C The shadow knows link? 

2:15:09 Karl K  Thank you Pete. 

2:15:44 Cynthia W  Thank you Dan Mangum 

2:15:47 Carlos P I think it would be very interesting if Mr. Radatti made a video course. A book is all very 
well but there is nothing better than SEEING things. 

2:18:38 Karine S  Thank you so much. Loved it. 

2:18:46 Lalita S  Thank you so much. Grateful ðŸ™• 



2:19:02 Mark O  Thank you so much for a brilliant talk - inspiring 

2:19:05 Brian A: Great episode!!!! 

2:19:10 Ruth R  Thank you, Pete. This was great! 

2:19:14 USPA http://www.radatti.com/ 

2:19:26 Ronaldo d  EXCELENT!!!! Thanks a lotðŸ˜• 

2:19:29 Bill M    

2:19:42 Sky D  Wow! Loved it! Thank you! 

2:19:51 Brian A: I'll have to subscribe just to rewatch this episode... 

2:19:57 Donald C  Blow my mind up. Thank you. 

2:20:03 Julian N  Amazing, thank you 

2:20:05 Rajesh H  Loved the session. Many Thanks. 

2:20:12 Alex S Thank you SO MUCH! 

2:20:12 Nick M Great job Dan! thank you Pete! so much great stuff! 

2:20:12 Sonia D  Thank you Pete amazing work ðŸ‘• 

2:20:14 Sami C  Excellent Thanks Pete 

2:20:21 Poornima 

R  

Thank you so much 

2:20:26 Virginia L  Thank You! 

2:20:31 Carlos P Thanks to everybody 

2:20:32 Michael S   Thank you so much Pete and USPA! 

2:20:33 Clement L Thank you Pete 

2:20:39 Andy W  Thank you Pete and Dan for taking up my question. The answer made a lot of sense. 

2:20:51 Kristie B  Thank you Pete! 

2:20:56 Denise L Wonderful and very valuable. Thank you, Pete! 

2:20:58 Margaret 

M  

excellent as always..thank you 

2:21:00 Riaan R  Thank you, this was great 

2:21:04 Gloria N  Thank you Pete! 

2:21:25 Sue P  Thanks so much! 

2:21:26 Karl K  Two thumbs up! 

2:21:33 Jo Q thanks 

2:21:34 Katherine 

D  

Thank You! 

2:21:43 Lucy 

Fonti: 

Thank you 

2:22:11 Lindy C Thank you Gail! 

2:22:47 Lindy C Where to download the extra pages mentioned earlier in the talk. I have the book, but not 

the updated pages. 

2:22:57 Andy W  I bought all cards of Pete from Sarah Emond 

2:23:02 Brian A: www.radatti.com for extra pages 

2:23:13 Lindy C Thank you! 

2:23:24 Andy W  Dan is an awesome MC. 

2:23:25 Brian A: very well done as the EMC 

 


